SUMMARY CONFLICTS OF INTERESTS
Additional conflicts of interest:

General conflicts of members of the Federal Covid19 Commission:
In March 2020, Prime Minister Scott Morrison announced the creation of the ‘National Covid-19
Coordination Commission (NCCC). Members of the NCCC do not appear to represent the interests of
small business or ‘everyday Australians’. Instead, they hold senior board positions of companies in
mining, oil and gas, airlines, private hospitals, pharmaceutical companies, casinos and
superannuation giants. One member is a billionaire. Another was recently accused for being ‘an
international tax dodger’ by a Senator. Another Chairs an international organisation at the forefront
of brokering private-public partnerships and garnering billions in taxpayer dollars to fund Covid-19
vaccine development.
The Morrison Government’s choice of NCCC board members, and the glaring omission of any
member who could be said to represent small business or employee unions, is a farcical premise of
‘mitigating the economic and social effects’ of Covid-10.
I believe to be the true function of the NCCC Executive Board is apparent - to facilitate the taxpayerfunded bailout of the industries they represent, and to broker the transfer of vast swathes of public
money to private coffers. ref pages 75-76 HARRISON REPORT
•

None of the members of the Federal Covid19 Select Committee Board are doctors or have
medical practice experience.

•

The husband of one of the Federal Covid19 Board members (Jane Halton) is the Deputy
Statistician. Jane Halton used to work for the Australian Bureau of Statistics.
https://www.centerforhealthsecurity.org/event201/players/halton.html Although this may
not be a conflict in itself, the Australian Bureau of Statistics is not releasing statistics of
deaths certified by doctors to be caused by Covid19. They are only releasing what they say
are “estimated deaths” when compared to the number of covid19 “new infections” without
any medical or scientific justification for how these “estimates” are calculated. ref:
https://www.abs.gov.au/statistics/health/causes-death/provisional-mortalitystatistics/latest-release

•

Jane Halton also has board membership and directorships of other companies heavily
invested in vaccine companies or interests eg CEPI & Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation.

•

Most members of the Federal Covid19 Board hold other board and company positions or
shareholdings, which appear to be a conflict of interest eg vaccine companies

In the 19 page cover letter to the Harrison report, the author examines the conflicts of interest of
each member on the Australian Covid 19 Board of commissioners, who incidentally are not doctors.
“In March 2020, Prime Minister Scott Morrison announced the creation of the ‘National Covid-19
Coordination Commission (NCCC). “An Executive Board of Commissioners, will advise the Prime
Minister on all non-health aspects of the pandemic response…
Upon examination, the Board Members of the NCCC do not appear to represent the interests of
small business or ‘everyday Australians’. Instead, they hold senior board positions of companies in
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mining, oil and gas, airlines, private hospitals, pharmaceutical companies, casinos and
superannuation giants. One member is a billionaire. Another was recently accused for being ‘an
international tax dodger’ by an Australian Senator. Another Chairs an international organisation at
the forefront of brokering private-public partnerships and garnering billions in taxpayer dollars to
fund Covid-19 vaccine development. The Morrison Government’s choice of NCCC board members,
and the glaring omission of any member who could be said to represent small business or employee
unions, is a farcical premise of ‘mitigating the economic and social effects’ of Covid-19.”
Ref: page75 National Covid-19 Coordination Commission - Executive Board Harrison Research report
and cover letter
EVENT 201 - CEPI - MORRISON - HALTON
Event 201 planned/gamed this scenario in 2019.
Scott Morrison’s emergency executive advisory panel, and chairs a vaccine commercialisation
organisation called CEPI, aligned with QLD Uni/ CSL and Oxford/ AstraZeneca vaccine production
consortiums.
CEPI received a 750m contract in December 2019 from the federal government. Those two
consortiums landed the 1.7 Billion gig Scott announced a few weeks back. Lucky!
https://www.centerforhealthsecurity.org/event201/players/halton.html
Norway Cepi board member https://cepi.net/about/whoweare/
Lockstep agenda for all world nations:
https://www.gracevanberkum.com/post/2010-rockefeller-lock-step-document-coming-to-life-rightnow-time-to-wake-up
Cepi paid BY Australian tax payer funds. In January 2019, Minister for Foreign Affairs Marise Payne
announced funding of $4.5 million to support CEPI, “for vital vaccine development to fight infectious
disease epidemics.”348 (An interesting figure, as this almost amounts to CEPI receiving a full
taxpayer-funded refund for their $4.7 million grant to the University of Queensland/CSIRO
‘consortium’, both awarded in the same month.) see pages 102-103 HARRISON REPORT
Big pharma lobby and incentives to doctors see pages
“While doctors and health groups receive millions of dollars a year from pharmaceutical companies
in grants and sponsorships, the industry spends far more on political donations in an attempt to
influence health policy and get drugs on the PBS.” 121-126 HARRISON REPORT
Australia & the Gates Foundation taxpayer-funded collaboration
See also pages 175-177 HARRISON REPORT
Gates track record with harm and deaths by vaccines
See also pages 170-172 HARRISON REPORT
Governments and health officials resolving lockdowns and vaccines claimed the only solution
See also pages 189 HARRISON REPORT
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FINANCIAL CONTRIBUTIONS BY BIG PHARMA TO WHO
The immense sums of ‘voluntary contributions’ the WHO receives from Big Pharma - entities with a
vested interest in influencing global health policy - gives rise to alarming questions regarding WHO’s
purported independence.
In its most recent 2017 voluntary contribution report the WHO accounted for the $2.1 billion it
received from private foundations and global corporations. This compared to just over $1 billion
voluntarily provided by governments.
Contributors included GlaxoSmithKline, Bayer AG, Sanofi, Merck and Gilead Sciences... The thirdlargest single contributor in 2017 was GAVI. Formerly called the Global Alliance for Vaccines and
Immunization, they contributed nearly $134 million. GAVI are partnered with the WHO, UNICEF, the
Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation and the World Bank to sell vaccines globally.
The World Bank contributed nearly $146 million themselves and the largest individual payment, by
some margin, at nearly $325 million came from the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation (BMGF).
Though like many other foundations and corporations, through their various networks of interlinked
partnerships, their overall contribution was much higher.”
“On March 23rd the UK State legislated for the Coronavirus Act and placed the UK in lockdown. Just
as the WHO and their other partners called on them to do.” [‘Other partners’: Big Pharma and Gates
Foundation et al]
see pages 180-182 HARRISON REPORT

VICTORIAN GOVERNMENT: MANDATING VACCINES ANDREWS GOVERNMENT - TIES WITH BIG
PHARMA
See pages 193-195 HARRISON REPORT
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